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360 HORIZONS 
tinctive personhood of the Spirit are presented via four metaphorical patterns. 
This distinctive personhood is then given a similarly multifaceted context by 
Moltmann's quaternity of trinitarian patterns: monarchial, historical, eucha-
ristie, and doxological. The first three provide economic grounds for the im-
manent pattern of doxology. 
Moltmann's theological contribution invites comment in at least three 
specific areas. Most obviously, scholars in ecumenical or pneumatological 
theology will note his constructive rejection of thefilioque, a discussion that 
is more fundamental to the entire book than its explicit outline might imply 
(306-309). Secondly, Moltmann's treatment of feminist and environmental 
concerns is welcome for its sophisticated integration of these issues with clas-
sical discussions in pneumatology and trinitarian theology. For either con-
cern, Elizabeth Johnson's work (She Who Is [Crossroad, 1992]), would provide 
a strong comparative point. Finally, this work offers multiple avenues for a 
theological reconsideration of Spirit christology, primarily in its attempt to ar-
ticulate the unique personhood of the Spirit within a broad trinitarian frame-
work. 
The Spirit of Life should be in the college library, although as a whole it is 
more suited to graduate study. As a resource, sections of it could stand alone 
for use in undergraduate courses on anthropology or ecclesiology (see, for ex-
ample, reflections on the experience of the Spirit [17-38], on charismatic expe-
rience [180-97], and on the nature of community [248-67]). 
Fairfield University NANCY A. DALLAVALLE 
The Body of God: An Ecological Theology. By Sallie McFague. Minneapolis, 
Λ1Ν: Fortress, 1993. xii + 274 pages. $12.95. 
Readers acquainted with McFague's Metaphorical Theology (1982) and 
Models of God (1987) will find many familiar ideas developed in this book 
which focuses on the ecological crisis. Critical of the neglect of the body in a 
religious tradition that makes the Incarnation its central doctrine, McFague 
seeks to remedy this defect by proposing a model that treats creation as the 
continuing, dynamic, growing embodiment of God. 
In the first two chapters she addresses the ecological crisis, noting the re-
sponsibility of first world peoples and its effect on the poor of the third world 
and on nature as a whole. She also notes the contribution of postmodern sci-
entific cosmology, especially that of feminist philosophers of science Sandra 
Harding and Carolyn Merchant to correcting the dualism of modern mechanis-
tic science that has contributed to the crisis. In the subsequent five chapters 
McFague makes proposals for a methodology for a theology of nature that in-
corporates the common creation story; a theological anthropology that is criti-
cal of anthropocentricism; a theology of God and the world in which she pre-
sents God as immanent and transcendent, organic and agential, emanationist 
and procreative; a Christology that explores the cosmic dimensions of Christ; 
and an eschatology that emphasizes a hope for a new creation. 
